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FanCompass CEO Jamie Pardi knows how to make 
sports teams more money

Jamie Pardi, CEO and co-founder of FanCompass, wanted to figure out a way to tap into the enthusi-
asm about sports and turn that into increased revenue for teams. The San Rafael-based sports technol-
ogy company has created a platform for organizations to gather data about their fanbase and use it to 
better monetize their fans. With dozens of clients across eight leagues around the world, the company 
strives to be a leader in the emerging sports tech space. In 2013, the company initiated a partnership 
with English Premier League soccer team Manchester City, the start of an international expansion 
that the company hopes to capitalize on with locations in the U.K. and relationships with some of the 
largest sports brands in the world.

How’s business going? 

Very well. We recently renamed the company from Gaga Sports to FanCompass because it speaks to 
more what we’re doing, which is helping teams monetize their digital fanbase. The response has been 
unbelievable, from new customers coming onboard to inquiries from people wanting to join the com-
pany and from investors too. This is our best year yet, with 50 percent annual revenue growth.

Can you explain how your platform drives revenue for teams? 

What the platform does is give up offers like tickets or experiences to fans to get them into their 
database and from there do more targeted marketing campaigns to drive more revenue. We’re building 
massive databases for the teams; (we’re) currently in eight leagues at the moment.

Where did the idea of the company originate?

 I was working in the sports space running my own consulting practice. I figured out pretty quickly 
there were two major problems (in the industry). One, teams simply don’t know who their fans are. 
Two, the marketing department, the ticketing department and the sponsorship department run in silos. 
So I thought “Why don’t I build a technology platform with some of the best engineers in the Valley 
to be the intersection of those three departments with a focus on revenue?”
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 Are there any early business decisions you would pinpoint as leading you where you are today? 

Originally we were thinking about how we create the best user experience and what the fans want. 
We thought that it was exclusive content, games, campaigns or sweepstakes and competitions. But as we 
looked through the data, we saw that the sponsorship campaigns were the ones driving the most value 
back.

Do you have any examples of insights you’ve gleaned from sifting through the fan data of these teams?

We changed our business model for one of the minor league baseball teams we worked with based on 
fan data. They thought that they had a 70 to 30 male-to-female proportion of their fans, but as it turns 
out they were actually 52 percent females and 48 percent males. When you get that information and data 
to build out your marketing plan, how you sell tickets and how you’re activating sponsors, you have a 
fundamental shift in what you think you have and into what you’re actually working with to drive those 
decisions.

What were some lessons you brought from previous experiences running companies? 

One of the things I brought to FanCompass that I really did not adopt in the first couple companies I 
started was the idea of culture. So I wanted to make sure that with FanCompass we started with culture. 
You can pretty much train and have people do their jobs, but they need to fit in. I always went for skills 
over culture and it disrupts the entire organization. Another big one was surrounding myself with inves-
tors who are supportive and looking to get the most out of their investment and doing it in a helpful way, 
rather than being disruptive after they invest their money.

Are there any trends you’re tracking in the sports tech world? 

There’s two trends I’m seeing right now. One is that everyone is trying to figure out fan engagement and 
how to monetize that fan. The bigger trend that I’m seeing though is that sponsors are migrating their 
dollars from traditional in-stadium sponsorships to doing things more digital with a social interface and 
more data driven, ROI analysis.


